VBL – Versorgungsanstalt des Bundes und der Länder integrates RealObjects PDFreactor® into online tariff
calculator
Besides detailed product information VBL offers its insured persons, employers and
pensioners the possibility to calculate tariff premiums and payment plans for
company pension plan products online via its website www.vbl.de. Firstly the data
which are important for the calculation are requested using various HTML forms. A
printable insurance offer (PDF) is then created from the collected data in real time on
the part of the server by using the PDFreactor. This offer can then be downloaded
directly by the customer or is sent by post via an automated process. The project was
carried out by SITEFORUM GmbH by order of the VBL.
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About the VBL
The Versorgungsanstalt des Bundes und der Länder
(VBL) has been providing public-sector occupational
pensions for 80 years. It is the largest provider of
supplementary pensions in Germany. Occupational
pensions are based on the collective labor agreements
negotiated between employers and the unions.
Currently some 5,450 participating employers and about
4.1 million insured employees use VBL’s services. VBL
manages more than € 14 billion of employee and employer
contributions. Therefore VBL is one of the biggest
institutional capital investors in Germany.
More than 1.1 million pensioners receive a supplementary
pension from VBL alongside their state pension. VBL pays out about € 360 million in supplementary
pensions every month.
VBL is the first port of call for the public sector when it comes to occupational pensions. VBL advises
and informs employees, pensioners and employers alike. As a public agency, it doesn’t charge broker
commission or sales fees. The customers benefit from below-average administration costs.
Problems
The generated offers contain a multitude of complex presentations such as payment plans, tariff
information, personal information or contractual details. The design and layout of the offers was
already available from the offline world. The main requirement was to transfer these offer templates
into the online world and the dynamic creation of offers with the “exact pixel“. A further important
aspect is a fast generation of the offers.
Solution
With RealObjects PDFreactor® VBL has supplemented the web-based offer process to an optimum
extent. Compared with the Open Source Tool HTMLDOC, PDFreactor® offers a multitude of benefits.
This relates above all to the possibility to be able to define page layout and styles using Cascading
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Style Sheets (CSS). It was only through this that it was possible to exactly implement the offer
templates requested by VBL. The tool on the part of the server enables a fast, realizable, cost-efficient
and high-quality printing functionality within the VBL offer creation process.
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Customer statements
„Through PDFreactor we were able to exactly comply with the stipulations of VBL with regard to the
offer layout. Through the Java-based interfaces, which are easy to use, we were additionally in the
position to optimally integrate PDFreactor into the existing web-infrastructure of the VBLportal“, says
Dirk Schlenzig, CEO of the SITEFORUM Group.
Martin Appel, head of online marketing of VBL says: “Our customers appreciate our self-service offers.
This way they are in the position at all times to create their own personal offer directly in the
VBLportal. The PDFreactor makes it possible for us to have a process with attractive, professional
results and without media breaks.“
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